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GLOBAL

GLOBAL TOP CAMPAIGNS

Welcome to your freshly remodeled dashboard!
Creating campaigns and uploading banners remains the same.

All analysis begins with the collection of data and the way it is then interpreted.

We’ve modified the display of your stats and figures making it easier to have a global overview of your overall 
performance.

Let’s breakdown each column and what they represent.

These 4 columns represent the overall statistics of all your combined campaigns.
Broken down by : 

 → Last 30.5 day period
 → Last 7 day period 
 → Yesterday‘s 
 → Today‘s 

This layout allows you to quickly compare the difference in your figures at a glance. No more going back and 
forwards between pages to compare.



These next 2 columns rank your Top 20 campaigns in order of total spending.

This time, these are broken down over a 30.5 & 7 day period.
Take note of the set of hollow stars that are clearly seen to the left of each campaign.
These allow you to highlight particular campaigns for quicker and more efficient reference when looking for 
data. A simple click activates the star which then turns Gold!

To give an insight into your most recently activated campaigns, a 3rd column ranks your top new campaigns 
from the last 7 days.

Here, you are able to get an overview of your top ranked ad zones for all campaigns combined. 

Ranked by zone spend, these are broken down into a 30.5 and 7 day period.

Your Top 20 Countries follow suit, ranked by individual spend, here you’ll be able to monitor how you’ve 
allocated your budget for the last 30.5 and 7 day period.

GLOBAL TOP ZONES

GLOBAL TOP COUNTRIES



No stats display would be complete without the traditional graph to demonstrate your performance!

The data in the graph shown is taken from the last 7 day period allowing you to chart:
 
 → Clicks
 → Impressions
 → Total Spending
 → eCPM

Please note that to the top left of the graph, different data can be selected and displayed:

 → Banners
 → Pop-under
 → Pre-roll
 → Native
 → Total Spending
 → Banner Impressions
 → Banner Clicks

Finally, we have the final 2 columns dealing with your top ranked devices targeted. As for the other columns, 
these are broken down by 30.5 and 7 day periods.

GLOBAL TOP DEVICES

GRAPH
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Make use of the Global Figures Row

Quickly compare and monitor the performance of different elements relating to your campaigns. See where 
elements have risen or dropped, take that decision and make the necessary changes to optimize your 
campaigns.

You‘re a Star

Congratulate your top ranked campaigns ; Give them a star!
Allow yourself to highlight campaigns and find them quicker as the rankings change over the course of time.

Ranked Statistics

Remember that all columns are ranked in order of performance. Are you noticing a drop in certain areas? 
Does greater emphasis need to be brought to other areas? Make use of these rankings for Campaigns, Zones, 
Countries or Devices and change patterns that are not working for you! 

We will keep improving the dashboard to become more user friendly. Please share your feedback with your 
Account Manager

TIPS

https://twitter.com/trafficfactory
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCCcc4mmfMeIb7g-QKXNz8hQ
https://www.linkedin.com/company/traffic-factory/
https://www.dailymotion.com/TrafficFactory
https://www.instagram.com/trafficfactory/
https://www.facebook.com/trafficfactory/

